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Commitment
How do I create an active aware relationship with my next advanced facet of my higher
self and higher dimensions?
“Alright by that Beautiful One we will begin with the word Commitment. Maintain your
commitment to Feel, to Live and to Express this higher self. It is not lost, it is not separate
and it is not somewhere. It is you and what will it be that allows you to live it is your
reverence to it. That you are reverent, you are responsive with it and you are responsible
with it.
Thank you Malachi.

Sacred Crystal Sites
What is the nearest sacred site where historical scientific memory seed crystals are
stored near where I live?
“We will first have a giggle. That site is within you!”
Oh, how do I connect with it then?
“Everything is within so you see you do not have to go find a parcel of land, it is within
you. Well Beautiful One what have we been doing on this day? We asked of you to enter into
the sacred iron core, have we not?”
Yes.
“To see the field of crystal vibrations that is radiating the New Vibrations of Light
frequencies, allow yourself to do that then allow yourself to be in the garden of these crystals
right there within your own being.”
So then we just ask for what would be to our highest good to know at this time?
“Indeed, indeed.”

Drawing Forth Divine Will Power
How do I draw forth the full measure of the 1st Ray of Divine Will Power and the Creator
particles of Light life from within me?
“How do you draw forth? Well Beautiful One, our activity of this day how have you
been feeling?”
Wonderful!
“You are drawing it forward!”
I am not in as much pain as I sit here Malachi.
“Indeed, indeed and that is your gift of realization. You are allowing yourself to release
what is contained within you.”
It is like a fountain! It truly feels like a fountain. I am so thankful!
“Indeed, indeed the planet awakens! It forms now its true position in the galactic
sphere of consciousness. Earth is not separate from them, earth is not lost from them, earth is
them.”
Oh that is so wonderful Malachi.
Thank you!

